The genetics ofprimary nocturnal enuresis The sporadic cases, accounting for aln 50% of the patients, might be the result of additive effect of several genes. This woulc expected from the low lambda ratio for the order. The ratio (that is, lambda ratio, X, calculated as the incidence in first degree r tives compared to the incidence in the gen population, Xr=((205/392)/0.10), which is approximately 5 and since a large proportion of enuretics produce an abnormal amount of weakly concentrated urine, it is reasonable to speculate that a defect in this protein would cause enuresis. Interestingly, an analogue to vasopressin (desmopressin acetate) appears to ameliorate enuresis. " A more precise localisation of the AQP2 gene is required before considering it as a definite candidate for the disease. Still, it remains unclear how a defect in urinary concentration is connected to the absence of an arousal mechanism, as patients with PNE do not wake up in response to a full bladder.
Recently, linkage analysis of Danish families allowed the assignment of a PNE susceptibility gene to chromosome 13q in a proportion of families.'4 Here, we provide additional evidence for genetic heterogeneity and our results suggest the presence of a second locus for PNE on chromosome 12q. Our results also suggest linkage of PNE to the ENUR1 locus at chromosome 1 3q in another subset of families. At present, we are attempting to refine the position of the gene at 12q with additional families. Extended genome wide studies and large families are needed in order to identify PNE susceptibility loci further. The identification of gene loci and genes responsible for PNE will uncover the complex genetic basis behind this disorder that affects approximately 10% of all children. The identification of PNE loci will have direct implications for accurate counselling of parents and for rational trials of therapy.
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